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Buck Wear line ties in with Hunter Dan
Youngsters who enjoy playing with the Hunter Dan and

Hunter Ann action figures will enjoy wearing a new series of
Buck Wear T-shirts. As the official licensee for Hunter Dan-
American Sportsman, the Maryland firm has developed six
colorful designs on heavy-duty cotton Ts.To make sure retail-
ers can stock them to fit most youngsters, they come in XS
(2-4), SM (4-6) MD (10-12) and LG (14-16).

For a look at the entire Hunter Dan series and other Ts,
hats, decals and magnets, call Buck Wear at (410) 746-6400.

Peak Season Profit Builders
Eight pages of products to help dealers keep 

shelves stocked as bowhunters gear up for fall 

Rinehart Treestand Buck can double as decoy
The Treestand Buck from Rinehart 3D Targets is realistic enough to double as a deer decoy,

and provides realistic shooting practice as well. The back of the deer has been molded with
an outline of the spine and shoulder blades and the proper angle for hitting the vitals from
above is indicated for different distances the target is placed from the base of your tree. A con-
ventional image of the vitals is given for broadside shots, then a second pattern is shown so
hunters understand how far back to aim when a deer is angled away at about 45 degrees.

Like other Rinehart targets, the Treestand Buck is molded with an exclusive foam that allows
easy arrow removal. Since the brown color is molded in, the target maintains its good

looks outdoors for an extended period. And, for decoy use, it’s available
either as the buck shown or as a doe. Shipping is free on orders of 10
or more of these targets.

Reach Rinehart 3D Targets in Wisconsin at (608) 757-8153.

Buck Knives adds Nano Bantam
Shown actual size, the new Model 283 Nano Bantam lock-

back weighs just over half an ounce and carries a 1 7/8 inch
drop point blade of 4200J2 stainless
steel. As such it’s the lightest in a line of
affordable lockbacks from Buck Knives.
The textured thermoplastic handle is
contoured, has a finger groove and a
hole for attaching to a key chain. Other
Buck Bantam models have similar pro-

files with blades that measure 3 5/8, 3 1/8 and 2 3/4 inches.
They weigh from 1.5 to 3.2 ounces and are designed to retail
for $15 to $24. Reach Buck Knives by calling (619) 449-1100.
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QuikSpin Speed Hunter 2”
There is a new member of the QuikSpin vane

family from New Archery Products, a high pro-
file hunting fletch that is just 2 inches long. NAP
says the Speed Hunter offers your customers all
the control they need for even the largest
broadheads, yet weighs only 7 grains. That’s less
than half what the 4 inch QuikSpin vane weighs.

Like all QuikSpin vanes, the new one is co-
molded with a rigid fin at the upper rear. NAP
says QuikSpin vanes rotate arrows at up to three
times the speed of other fletch, stabilizing them
in less than half the distance. Fletch-Prep wipes
for cleaning shafts and 1 ounce bottles of fletch-
ing glue are available from the same Forest Park,
Illinois firm. Reach NAP at (800) 323-1279.

Mock Scrape Kit from Kishel’s Quality Animal Scents & Lures
Kishel’s is offering a compact mock scrape kit that easily fits in a hunter’s pocket

or accessory pouch. The three-part kit includes Tarsal Musk, Interdigital and Pre-
Orbital Gland lures in unbreakable spray bottles.“Through a very special process we
were able to capture the true essence needed to fool even the smartest of whitetail
bucks,” says Kevin Kishel.“Our product has an unlimited shelf life and an extremely
low evaporation rate. They are working, emitting the necessary odor communica-
tors from your customer’s mock scrape 24/7.”

For information on all Kishel's hunting and trapping products, call (716) 652-8953.

Modular manufacturing used on latest Martin Bengal
Martin is calling the Bengal with M-Pro Single Cam a 2007 model, but it’s shipping

now from the factory in Walla Walla, Washington. The upper portion of the riser is
machined separately from the lower two-thirds, so Martin can use smaller slabs of
aluminum and reduce the amount of machining time. The result is a 32 inch, paral-
lel limb hunting bow that packs a lot of features at a suggested retail price of $399.
This new Bengal includes Martin’s laminated Coreflex limbs, a Teflon-infused cable
guard, and the company’s patented Vibration Escape Modules. The M-Pro Cam was
designed to give a smooth draw with no recoil or vibration. Yet the compact axle-
to-axle length and 6 3/4 inch brace height help give the Bengal an advertised IBO
speed of 310 fps. Reach Martin Archery at (509) 529-2554.
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Supreme bows new from Fred Bear Archery
Fred Bear Archery introduced a new Supreme line of longbows and recurves in

mid-2006. Making their debut were a Montana Longbow Supreme, Super Kodiak
Supreme (not shown) and the Kodiak Magnum Supreme. Exotic Rosewood and
Zebrawoods have been used to craft these attractive bows that should appeal both
to those who hunt with them and those who collect them.

The Montana Longbow Supreme shown at lower right comes right hand or left
hand at 50 or 55 pounds and uses Zebrawood core limbs and a riser made from
Zebrawood and Rosewood. Included is a soft leather grip, FastFlight String and an
original Bear designed brass medallion. The suggested retail is $799.

The Super Kodiak Supreme is a recurve built in right or left hand and in 50 or 55
pound draw weights. The classically designed hunter is enhanced by a solid
Rosewood and Zebrawood riser with decorative shims that flows into the
Zebrawood core limbs and tips. Like the longbow, this recurve has reinforced tips
which allow the use of the efficient FastFlight string. The suggested retail is $899.

The Kodiak Magnum Supreme shown at lower left is expected to be the top seller
and comes in the widest range. Choose 55 or 65 pound draw weights in left hand, or
45, 50, 55, 60 and 65 pound draw weights
in right hand. Like its two companions in
the new series, this bow combines clear
fiberglass with Rosewood and
Zebrawood. Fred Bear’s timeless design
helps eliminate uncomfortable stacking
as the hunter reaches full draw.
Suggested retail is $999.

For more information, contact your
Hudalla Associates sales rep or Fred Bear
Archery at (812) 467-1200.

Circle 16 on Response Card

TechnoHunt’s new look
The TechnoHunt target system

from Archery Interactive now comes
with a space age, all-in-one console.
This control center for the video sim-
ulator has tougher hardware for
more trouble free operation than
earlier systems. Plus technicians at
the Denver, Colorado headquarters
can link to it to remotely update
software or solve other issues.

Archery Interactive has continued
to expand its library of broadcast
quality shooting scenes, which can
be shot at simulated ranges of up to
40 yards on your 20 yard range,
using the unique True Yardage fea-
ture. The ability to simulate arrow
drift due to wind is another way
Archery Interactive is “bringing your
leagues into the 21st Century.”

Call (877) 890-9572 for more info.
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Slipper in vintage tin
In keeping with its heritage that

dates back to 1830, Woolrich is offering
the Chesapeake Slipper (style #W7645)
in a classic reproduction tin. That just
reinforces the already common role
slippers have as gifts.

The Chesapeake offers a warm wool
upper woven in America’s oldest
woolen mill in Woolrich, Pennsylvania.
The removable contoured, anatomical

footbed and the indoor/outdoor
durable rubber sole help blur the line
between a pure slipper and a casual
shoe. Where the Chesapeake really
shines is in the “giftability”of its presen-
tation. The vintage-look tin box fea-
tures an image from the cover of the
1927 Woolrich catalog, as well as the
well-known Red and Black Buffalo Plaid
Woolrich logo. Inside the hinged lid of
the tin is a copy of an 1839 newspaper

article by John Rich, the
founder of Woolrich.

The slipper and tin can be
stacked on tables, set up on
shelves, made part of a gift
display or can be positioned
on top of Woolrich crates.
Available for shipment in
August of 2006, the slippers
come in traditional buffalo
check, charcoal and rustic
plaid in sizes XS to XL.

If you’re not already carry-
ing Woolrich products, you
can reach the firm at (800)
966-5372 or can email an
inquiry to smoshier at wool-
rich.com

ASAT Camo Expands with blinds, 3-D suits
The unique geometric design of ASAT Camo is now available in hunting blinds

and 3-D suits. The ASAT Quickie Blind, designed and built in conjunction with
Eastman Outfitters, is 58 inches square and 68 high. It includes replaceable
screens that can be shot-through with fixed blade broadheads.

The new ASAT 3-D is a two-piece leafy-style suit that’s cut big to fit over other
garments. The included head cover has an adjustable face mask, and the 22 inch
leg zippers on the pants are large enough you can put the suit on while wearing
your boots. ASAT hasn’t changed it’s pattern in 20 years, because the high contrast
geometric design works in so many environments. Call (406) 563-9336.
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Mathews Prestige aims to please mid-draw length shooters
Mathews addressed short draw length shooters with the Mustang, and long-draw length shoot-

ers with the Switchback LD. New for 2006 is the Prestige, a bow designed to fit archers from as short
as 22 inches out to approximately 29 inches in draw length. Half sizes are available to fit from 22
1/2 out to 28 1/2 inches.

This is a light bow, at 3.9 pounds,with a 35 1/2 inch axle-to-axle length that gives it great stabili-
ty. It comes with the Integral Grip, a feature that was only available previously in the Conquest
Apex or Apex 7. The riser has twin Harmonic Dampers, as does the bow’s Roller Guard. More vibra-
tion damping is built in with the standard String Suppressors.

Like all bows designed by Matt McPherson, the new Prestige is fast. Even at 29 inches, an inch
short of the 30 inch setting normally used to determine the IBO speed, the new bow shoots
approximately 322 fps (feet per second.)

You can find out more about the new Prestige by calling Mathews, Inc. at (608) 269-2728.

Youth Safety Harness developed
Will Woller, the advertising and marketing director

for Summit Treestands, displays the new Summit Fast
Back Cub safety harness on a manikin at the ATA Show
in Atlanta. Woller got the idea for creating a full-fea-
tured, kid-size safety harness after hearing a customer
comment how it’s sometimes difficult to find quality
equipment for young hunters. Summit’s Fast Back Cub
fits youth with waist sizes of 18 to 24 inches, and just
like the adult Seat-O-The-Pants system is can be used
while climbing so the youngster can stay attached to
the ladder or tree anytime they are off ground level.
The harness comes with a tangle-free pouch and with
a tether strap sewn with break-away stitching to
reduce the shock of a fall. Slides easily adjust on the
chest and leg straps so it can be worn over light-
weight hunting clothes or heavy ones.

Dealers can reach Summit Treestands in Alabama
by calling (256) 353-0634.

Bi-Delta Introduces Vane Stain 
Bi-Delta has introduced Vain Stain that lets you add unique custom effects to

vane-fletched arrows.The wipe-on stain is permanent and can be applied in single
colors or in stunning combinations like we’re showing here.

Joe Salamone is selling the Vane Stain in seven colors so you can add a custom
touch to arrows built at your store, or you can sell the stain to customers who are
ready to go beyond cresting or arrow wraps. You’ll also find Bi-Delta vanes in the
Hunter or Sharks Tooth profiles highlighted with the trademarked Vane Stain. See
more choices at www.bideltavanes.com or call (716) 896-4734 from 9-5 Eastern

time, Monday to Saturday.

Circle 157 on Response Card
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Carson XM Series tops in light transmission
Carson has introduced two new XM HD (High Definition)

Binoculars it had tested against other models with suggested
retail pricing from $430 to $1,399. In the area of light trans-
mission, the tests ranked the Carson 8x42 model at 84.7 per-
cent, compared to results of 73.1 to 80 percent for the other
brands.

The full-size 8x42HD and 10x42HD models feature Carson’s
new HD optical coating technology for improved light trans-
mission, which aids contrast, brightness and clarity. “Early on
in product development we knew we had a special binocular,
and being able to offer it at a MSRP of $350 made it even bet-
ter,” stated Rich Cameron, Carson president and CEO.
“However, we wanted to see how the XM-HD stacked up
against the competition. In independent lab performance
testing-scientifically and specifically geared to measure light
transmission through binoculars, our SM-HD was pitted
against other, higher--priced 8x42mm units from Bushnell,
Leupold, Nikon, Pentax and Steiner.We were delighted to find
out just how good the XM-HDs are.The results were so strong,
they became the focus of our new XM-HD national ad cam-
paign. ” (Dealers and their customers can read the indepen-
dent lab reports at Carson’s web site by typing
http://www.carsonoptical.com/CarsonOp.swf and then click-
ing on the XMHD Binocular Reports.

Based on the successful XM platform the newer XM-HD
models have rubberized armor and are nitrogen filled and o-
ring sealed. The 8x42 and 10x42 models both have twist-lock
eye relief cups and are tapped for a tripod adapter.

Reach Carson Optical in New York at (800) 9-OPTICS.

Crossbow broadhead target is new
Morrell’s Yellow Jacket Crossbow B/H is a foam broadhead

target that’s been beefed up to take abuse from hard-hitting
crossbows. Special layering stops short crossbow arrows
before the fletch is buried, yet allows broadhead tipped
arrows to be easily removed. Your cus-
tomer can shoot into the target from
front, back or sides.

This target is a “little brother” to the
23x23x19 inch Yellow Jacket B/H target
that has become Morrell’s most popular
target ever. The crossbow model mea-
sures 18x18x15 inches deep, and weighs
15 pounds. Reach the Arkansas manu-
facturer at (800) 582-7438.

Motion Targets
Motion Targets offers

you the ability to set up
and operate a pop-up 3-D
range without the noise
or complications of air-
powered systems. These
systems use electric actu-
ator drives to smoothly
lift the targets into posi-
tion. The computerized
control box includes a
remote control to start
and stop the system, and
you can set it to any of
four skill levels. Purchase
standard systems or let
the firm engineer one for
your store. Call (541) 575-
0247 to learn more.

Circle 54 on Response Card
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Anyone who has ever tried to fit a rigid bow case into a
compact car trunk knows there are some limitations to the
design. That’s why DoskoSport, the innovator of hard-sided
archery cases, has taken the approach of combining hard and
soft elements in its Bow Guard X2 Hybrid Series.

“With these new hybrid cases, consumers don’t have to
sacrifice protection to have the ease of use of a soft-sided
case,” says Kevin Mitchell, DoskoSport’s Director of Marketing
Communications. “We’ve integrated hard and soft materials
in this unique design to maximize protection and security
while providing real world convenience.”

The Bow Guard X2 Hybrid Series has a high-impact, hard-
shell plastic exoskeleton, that protects
the most critical areas, combined with a
600-denier, PVC-lined, water-resistant
body. Inside, hook and loop tie-downs
hold bows securely against the abun-
dant shock-absorbing padding. All X2
cases contain an extra large internal zip-
pered accessory pocket and D-ring
hanger for securing an array of items.
Padded wrap-around handles give
bowhunters a comfortable grip for easy
carrying, and there’s an added space for
storing arrows or other gear.

The X2 Series’ water- and dirt-resis-

tant zippers are tucked beneath a watershed flap. Two large,
custom-molded zipper pulls add optional padlock security.
The Bow Guard X2 Hybrid Series includes XLT and DLX mod-
els.The DLX offers additional hard-shell protection for cams; a
second accessories clasp hanger; PVC-coated and water-resis-
tant zippers; stylish gun metal finish emblems, and unique,
multi-compartment accessory pockets with transparent vinyl
windows. The DLX case, shown below, also includes four tie-
down straps, which can be removed or adjusted to secure the
case to an ATV for back-country adventures.

Call 1-888-70SPORT or visit www.doskosport.com for
more information.

Hybrid cases from DoskoSport offer flexible protection

SRT Sidewinder gets long arrows off those short bows
Sports and Recreation Technologies (SRT), of Colorado has introduced a

patented, innovative hip quiver adapter called the “Sidewinder”.
Long arrows can be cumber-

some carried on short com-
pounds. With the Sidewinder the
hunter can remove most any quick
disconnect style quiver from the
bow, and re-attach the quiver
directly to this belt mounted hip
quiver adapter.  The quiver and
arrows can be rotated on an
adjustable, frictional pivot system
to any position. The unique design
is stable and eliminates the leg
straps and the arrow flagging typi-
cal of most hip or side quivers.

The Sidewinder allows the
quiver to hang alongside the
hunter when
using a tree stand
or when hunting
from a ground
blind. For order-
ing details call
(800) 279-1865.
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Contact us now and we will quickly help you get
started in the rapidly growing blackpowder/

muzzleloader hunting business.

Rightnour Mfg Co. - Ox-Rightnour Mfg Co. - Ox-Rightnour Mfg Co. - Ox-Rightnour Mfg Co. - Ox-Rightnour Mfg Co. - Ox-YYYYYokokokokoke Originalse Originalse Originalse Originalse OriginalsTMTMTMTMTM

Increase your sales and profits by providing one of
the  most extensive sources of muzzleloading

supplies.  We have over 500 muzzleloader products
available, always in stock, for quick delivery.

Don’t miss the opportunity provided by selling
blackpowder hunting supplies in your archery shop.

Your complete source for Muzzleloading Supplies

Rightnour Mfg Co - Ox-Yoke OriginalsTM

229 Hecla Rd
Mingoville, PA  16856

800-326-9113

Standard #62 Braid from
BCY is very popular and satis-
fies most archers and string-
makers, President Ray
Browne notes, but some users
need more strength in their
material due to the high ten-
sion created when applying
serving.“To meet this require-
ment, BCY has added #62XS,
where XS stands for Extra
Strength and Extra Spectra.” A special black coating on #62XS
helps prevent slippage. Spools of new #62XS are available in
.018, .021 and .025 sizes. (You can still order regular #62 Braid).

For those who prefer the high abrasion resistance and
smooth finish of a 100 percent Spectra serving material, BCY
has added two new sizes to the Halo series. The slender .014

diameter Halo lets you serve areas on the string and over
other serving where the diameter must be very small. A .030
diameter Halo works good as a larger center serving where a
small number of strands are used in the string. Halo also
comes in .019 and .024 sizes from BCY. For more information,
call the Connecticut firm at (860) 632-7115.

More servings
introduced by BCY

TRU Carbon is scent control, concealment
TRU-Carbon 3-in-1 activated carbon powder provides

scent elimination, a clothing treatment and an effective cam-
ouflage.The powder comes in a flexible plastic container and
can be shaken out or puffed out as shown upper right.

TRU-Carbon can be applied by shaking onto clothing
dry or through a wet rinse when mixed with water. This abil-
ity allows TRU-Carbon to be used with any camouflage or
clothing. It can be used as a preseason treatment and can be
applied as many times during the season as desired to keep
clothing with a fresh carbon charge.

TRU-Carbon can be applied as an effective face/skin
camouflage with the added benefit of a powerful scent elim-
inator. It’s especially effective on warm weather hunts where
its skin darkening ability can allow hunters to hunt in a camo
T-shirt and shorts if needed. Unlike face creams and camo
paints, TRU-Carbon doesn’t leave your skin feeling greasy or
clog your pores.

Your customers can also dust TRU-Carbon on a tree
stand or other accessories to eliminate human scent and
other foreign odors detectible by big game. Reach Natural
Predator Outdoor Products at (800) 862-0524.

Circle 35 on Response Card
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